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The Checkpoints app project

- Ergonomic
- Agriculture
- Stress
ILO Checkpoints

A simple compliance methodology
Checkpoint 91
Label and store properly containers of hazardous chemicals to communicate warnings and to ensure safe handling.

WHY
Labels and signs are used to communicate warnings and other important information regarding the content, use, storage and disposal of hazardous chemicals.

Hazardous chemicals should be separated from each other in storage by distance and partitions or by other appropriate means, so as to preclude accidental contact between them.

Flammable and combustible chemicals should be stored in containers meeting specific standards in non-fire-risk areas indicated by warning signs.

Containers used to store hazardous chemicals that may lead to toxic asphyxiation, suffocation, or anaesthetic effects should not be stored in locations where workers may be exposed.

Work areas using hazardous substances that can be accessed only with permits should be indicated with appropriate warning signs.
Tried and tested in print
But with drawbacks

Priced

One-time use

Multiple data entries
Our objectives

1. Make it accessible
2. Make it cost effective
3. Make it better
OBJECTIVE 1

Make it accessible
Objective 1

Device agnostic
Easy to download

- Light
- No password
OBJECTIVE 1

No network needed
Make it cost effective
One reusable container
Built around standardized content
Objective 2

Reusable by the ILO
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OBJECTIVE 2

Reuseable by the user

Ergonomic Checkpoints

Checkpoints
Browse checkpoints and build checklists

Checklists
Manage and export your checklists

- Office August 2014
- Warehouse May 2014

How to use Checkpoints
A useful starting point
Make it better
Objective 3

Touch and type

Simplify the structure and use interactivity
OBJECTIVE 3

Stress Prevention at Work Checkpoints

Checkpoints
Browse checkpoints and build checklists

Checklists
Manage and export your checklists

Annual Assessment 2013

29. Optimize work and ensure their family's needs are met by 10.07.2015

Notes for Checkpoint 29

Conduct survey of workers' needs re work/family balance by 10.07.2015

Action	Audit

Save
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The timeline

Ergonomic
Agriculture
Stress
Money + Developer + Content
First draft of app style guidelines

First mock-ups
Testing
Beta of first iOS app ready
January-June 2014

- Testing
- Commissioning new functionality
- Converting to Android
Save and export functions added

January-June 2014

1. Develop and communicate workplace policy and strategies for stress prevention at work.

2. Establish procedures to prohibit discrimination and treat workers fairly.

3. Encourage informal
Porting to Android
All the apps are published on the App Store and the Play Store.

But NOT under the ILO's name.
Not such a simple equation
Did we meet our objectives?

► Accessible

► Cost effective

► Better
Free, device agnostic, easy to download, universal content...
Accessibility ≠ Visibility
Marketing campaign

- Internal
- External
Cost effective ≠ ROI
Multiple versions

- Language editions
- New topics
Better ≠ Optimal
User testing

- UX
- Pilots
How can we help each other?

- Sharing experiences
- Testing
- Cross promotion
Thank you

www.ilo.org/apps